
 

PARENT NEWSLETTER - KINDNESS! 
 
This month at the Umbrella Project we are tackling Kindness. At the Umbrella Project we believe                
that every day can be a random acts of kindness day. Kindness is one of the easier skills to                   
understand and make a part of our daily lives.  Even a genuine smile counts!  
 
What will kindness do for my child? 
 
Doing good is not only beneficial for the person on the receiving end and those who witness the                  
kind action, but also for the givers of kindness. When we are kind and intentionally perform acts of                  
kindness, we get a boost in our own wellbeing and happiness. It feels good to help others and it                   
helps us focus on the positive things in our lives. It’s win-win! 
 
This month we are going to add some complexity to kindness for our children, increasing their                
care for others but also helping them recognize the benefits they get from being kind and then                 
actively looking for chances to use this skill more often. 
 
KINDNESS TIP #1   
 
Show your kids that kindness isn't within someone else's control 
 
Within this quote is buried a powerful lesson that can make a big difference in how often our                  
children use kindness: 
 
“Treat everyone with kindness, even those who are rude to you – not because they are nice, but                  
because you are.” – Author Unknown 
 
Feeling empowered to deal with life is about finding that which is within your control.               
Unfortunately, when it comes to kindness we often give it only to those who treat us well. This                  
ultimately puts our use of this important skill in someone elses hands.  
 
As we start this month with our fingers crossed for some spring weather, remember that using the                 
umbrella skills is a choice and kindness is a skill that is always available. In fact, it can be                   
extremely uplifting to give it out freely to everyone. Remember most people are fighting their own                
complex battle that has led them to the point where they may be rude, close minded or angry.                  
Show your kids how powerful it can be to give kindness to the people who seem to deserve it least.                    
Most often they are the people who need it most.  Now that’s empowering! 
KINDNESS TIP #2 
 
Choose a family ‘helping’ project 
 

 



 
When we perform acts of kindness or help others our brain releases dopamine, oxytocin and               
endorphins that scientists refer to the “helpers high”. These endorphins make us feel good and               
our body craves this good feeling. It’s why we turn to food, devices and other less healthy sources                  
of pleasure that release the same chemicals in our brain. Kindness is a great way to give our brain                   
what it craves in a healthy way and help others while we are at it.  
 
Children have an innate desire to use kindness and this grows over time if we can nurture it along                    

the way. Start by making family acts of kindness a priority in your house. Choose a project or                  
charity that you can all get involved in together and commit to making this an important and                 
regular part of your families schedule. These charitable efforts on a regular basis will strengthen               
your childs' ability to use kindness and may even help to replace some of the less healthy habits                  
they are pulled towards such as their devices. In addition, the “helpers high” is an ideal hormonal                 
environment in the brain for family bonding. So if you are pondering how to connect to your                 
moody teen, this could be a place to start. Get them involved in choosing the project they care                  
most about for the best results. 
 
KINDNESS TIP #3 
 
Model kindness behind closed doors 
 
Our kids may seem to tune us out, but you would be surprised how often they are actually                  
listening. I’m regularly shocked to hear what the kids have picked up from me. The tones of voice                  
they use, the expressions, the worries -it’s not hard to trace many of them back to the primary                  
adults in their lives. 
 
When it comes to kindness, many adults have learned to be kind to other's faces. This week, take                  
some time to reflect on how often the casual conversations your children overhear at home are                
about the shortcomings of others.  
 
When discussing difficult coworkers, friends that have let you down, parents or others, try to keep                
the perspective of sharing how you are feeling instead of the negatives about that other person.                
Use empathy as much as you can and try to imagine how that other person might have become the                   
way they are before you judge them. Raising kind kids is about more than just acts of kindness.                  
It’s about how we show them to be kind even when nobody is looking. 
 
 
 
 
KINDNESS TIP #4 
 
Keep the kindness challenge going 
 

 



 
As we approach the end of the month, keep kindness going by challenging everyone in the family                 
to do one act of kindness each week. Pick a day that the family eats dinner together regularly and                   
make it a reoccurring Kindness day. Have everyone in the family take turns sharing the story of                 
the kind thing they did that week with the rest of the family. This makes for great dinner                  
conversation and primes their brains to look for opportunities to intentionally use kindness. It              
also helps to sustain the good feeling we get from being kind when we share the experience with                  
others.  
 
At the beginning, your child may need reminders to look for opportunities to be kind. My mom                 
used the expression “spread a little sunshine” with us as kids and I still use that expression with                  
my family as a way to keep them thinking about how they can have a positive impact every day.                   
She didn’t know it at the time but the research now shows that kindness is something we can                  
actually spread so keep it going in your family for long lasting benefits! 
 
 
See this blog for a more detailed look at coaching children through the challenges of building                
kindness:  https://umbrellaproject.co/category/kindness/ 
 
 
Health and happiness, 
 
 
Dr. Jen Forristal  
Founder of the Umbrella Project 
drjen@umbrellaproject.co  
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